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FORE WARD

This Agro met Bulletin is prepared and disseminated by the National Meteorological Agency
(NMA). The aim is to provide those sectors of the community involved in Agriculture and
related disciplines with the current weather situation in relation to known agricultural
practices.
The information contained in the bulletin, if judiciously utilized, are believed to assist
planners, decision makers and the farmers at large, through an appropriate media, in
minimizing risks, increase efficiency, maximize yield. On the other hand, it is vital tool in
monitoring crop/ weather conditions during the growing seasons, to be able to make more
realistic assessment of the annual crop production before harvest.
The Agency disseminates ten daily, monthly and seasonal weather reports in which all the
necessary current information’s relevant to agriculture are compiled.
We are of the opinion that careful and continuous use of this bulletin can benefit to raise ones
agro climate consciousness for improving agriculture-oriented practices. Meanwhile, your
comments and constructive suggestions are highly appreciated to make the objective of this
bulletin a success.

Director General
NMA
P.O.Box 1090
Tel: 011661-57-79
FAX 00251-11-6625292
E-mail nmsa@ethionet.et
Addis Ababa
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አህፅሮት
እ.ኤ.አ በጋ 2021/22
በብሔራዊ የሚቲዎሮልጂ ኤጀንሲ የወቅቶች አከፋፈሌ መሰረት የበጋ ወቅት ከጥቅምት
እስከ ጥር ያሇውን ጊዛ የሚየጠቃሌሌ ሲሆን፣ በመዯበኛ ሁኔታ ፀሏያማ፣ ዯረቅ እና ነፋሻማ
የአየር ፀባይ በአብዚኛዎቹ የሀገሪቱ አካባቢዎች ሊየ የሚያመዜንበት እና አሌፎ አሌፎ ወቅቱን
ያሌጠበቀ ዜናብ የሚታይበት ጊዛ ነው። እንዲሁም በሰሜን ምስራቅ፣ በምስራቅ፣ በመካከሇኛው
እና በዯቡብ ዯጋማ አካባቢዎች ሊይ ከፍተኛ ቅዜቃዛና የውርጭ ክስተት የሚስተዋሌበት ወቅት
ሲሆን በላሊ በኩሌ ይህ ወቅት ሇዯቡብ እና ዯቡብ ምሥራቅ ቆሊማ የሀገሪቱ አካባቢዎች
ሁሇተኛና አጭሩ የዜናብ ወቅታቸው ጭምር ነው። ከዙሁ ምቹ የአየር ፀባይ ጋር ተያይዝ
በአብዚኛው የመኽር አብቃይ በሆኑ አከባቢዎች የተሇያዩ ሰብልቸ እድገታቸውን የሚጨርሱበት
ከመሆኑ ጋር ተያይዝ የሰብሌ ስብሰባና ድህረ ሰብሌ ስብሰባ ተግባራት በስፋት የሚካሄድበት
ጊዛ ሲሆን በዯቡብና በዯቡብ ምሥራቅ የአርብቶ አዯሩና ከፊሌ አረብቶ አዯር አከባቢዎች
ሇግጦሽና ሇመጠጥ ውሀ እንዲሁም መጠነኛ የሆነ እርሻ እንቅስቃሴ የሚካሄድበት ጊዛ ነው።

እ.ኤ.አ የኦክቶበር ወር 2021 ከመጀመሪያዎቹ አስር ቀናት በስተቀር የተቀሩት ቀናት
ዯረቃማ የእርጥበት ሁኔታ (dry moisture condition) በአብዚኛዎቹ የሀገሪቱ ክፍልች ሊይ
አመዜኖ

እንዯነበረ

ከተሇያዩ

የሀገሪቱ

ክፍልች

ሊይ

የተሰበሰቡ

የግብርና

ሚቲዎሮልጂ

መረጃዎች ያመሇክታለ፡፡ ይህም ሁኔታ በመድረቅ ሂዯት ውስጥ ሇሚገኙ ሰብልች

አዎንታዊ

ሚና የነበረው ቢሆንም በላሊ መሌኩ በተሇሇያየ ምክንያት ግይተው ሇተሩና እድገታቸውን
ሊሊጠናቀቁ እንዲሁም ተጨማሪ እርጥበት ሇሚያስፈሌጋቸው የመኸር ጊዛ ሰብልችም ሆነ
ሇቐሚ ተክልች አለታዊ ጎን የነበረው ሲሆን በተጨማሪም በግጦሽ ሳር እና በመጠጥ ውኋ
አቅርቦት ሊይ አለታዊ ጎን ነበረው። ሆኖም ግን በመጀመሪያዎቹ የወሩ አስር ቀናት አጋማሽ
በኋሌ ሇእርጥበት መጨመር ምቹ ከነበረው የሚቲዎሮልጂ ክስተት መጠናከር ጋር ተያይዝ
በብዘ

የሀገሪቱ

አካባቢዎች

ሊይ

ከመጠነኛ

እስከ

ከፍትኛ

የሚዯርስ

የእርጥበት

ይት

እንዯነበራቸው የተተነተኑ መረጃዎች ያመሇክታለ። ይህም ተጠናክሮ የታየው እርጥበታማ
ሁኔታ እድገታቸውን ሊሌጨረሱና በተሇያየ የእድገት ዯረጃ ሊይ ሇሚገኙ የመኸር ሰብልችም ሆነ
ሇቋሚ ተክልች እድገት የሚያስፈሌጋቸውን እርጥበት ከማስገኘት አንጻር አዎንታዊ ሚና
ነበርው። በተጨማሪም በጋ ሁሇተኛ የዜናብ ወቅታቸው ሇሆኑት የአርብቶ አዯርና የከፊሌ
አርብቶ አዯር አካባቢዎቸ የተሇያዩ የግብርና እንቅስቃሴዎችን እንዲያከናውኑ

አዎንታዊ ሚና

የነበረው ሲሆን ሇግጦሽ ሳርና ሇመጠጥ ውሃ አቅርቦት መሻሻሌም ገንቢ ሚና ነበረው። ሆኖም
ግን አስቀድመው ተርተው እድገታቸውን ሇጨረሱ እና በመድረቅ ሂዯት ውስጥ ሇሚገኙ
አንዳንድ

የመኸር

ወቅት

ሰብልች
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የነበረው

እርጥበታም

ሁኔታ

አለታዊ

ጎነ

ነበረው።
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በተጨማሪም ከእርጥበት መጨመር ጋር ተያይዝ ሇሚፈጠሩ እንዯዋግ ያለ የሰብሌ በሽታዎች
በአንዳንድ አካባቦዎቸ ሊይ እንዲከሰቱ አስተቃጽዖ ነበረው።
እ.ኤ.አ በኖቬምበር ወር 2021 በአብዚኛዉ የሀገሪቱ ክፍልች ሊይ ዯረቃማዉ እርጥበት
ከፀሃያማነትና ከነፋሻማነት እንዲሁም ከማሇዳና ከላሉቱ ቅዜቃዛ ጋር በአመዚኙ ተስተዉሎሌ ፡
፡ ከሚጠበቀዉ ወቅታዊ የግብርና እንቅስቃሴ አንፃር ሰብሌ ሇመሰብሰብና የድህረ ሰብሌ ስብሰባ
ተግባራትን ሇማከናወን አመቺ ሁኔታን የፈጠረ ነበር። ይሁን እንጂ በተሇይም በመጀመሪያዉና
በሁሇተኛዉ አስር ቀናት የዯቡብ፣ የዯቡብ ምዕራብና የምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ እንዲሁም የበጋ
ወቅት

ዜናብ

ተጠቃሚ

ባሌሆኑት

የሰሜን

ምስራቅ፣

የመካከሇኛዉና

የምስራቅ

የሀገሪቱ

አካባቢዎች ሊይ አሌፎ አሌፎ ባለት ቀናት እርጥበታማ ሁኔታው አመዜኖባቸው ተስተዉሎሌ።
ይህም ሁኔታ ሙለ ሇሙለ እድገታቸውን ሊሌጨረሱ ሰብልች፣ ሇቋሚ ተክልች እንዲሁም
በመኸር ወቅት መጨረሻ ሊይ በአፈር ውስጥ በተከማቸ እርጥበት በመታገዜ ሇሚሩ የጥራጥሬ
ሰብልች ጠቀሜታ ነበረው።

እንዲሁም በጋ ሁሇተኛ የዜናብ ወቅታቸው በሆኑት የዯቡብና

የዯቡብ ምስራቅ የሀገሪቱ ክፍልች ሊይ የተሻሇ የእርጥበት ሁኔታ የተስተዋሇባቸው በመሆኑ
የተገኘዉ እርጥበት በዯጋማው አካባቢ ሇተሩ ሰብልች የውሃ ፍሊጎት መሟሊት እንዲሁም
በቆሊማው አካባቢ ሇሚኖሩት አርብቶ አዯሮችና ከፊሌ አርብቶ አዯርች ሇግጦሽ ሣርና ሇመጠጥ
ውሀ አቅርቦት አዎንታዊ አስተዋጽዕ ነበረው። በላሊም በኩሌ ከዯረቃማዉ የአየር ሁኔታና
ከዯመና ሽፋን መሳሳት ጋር ተዳምሮ የማሇዳውና የላሉቱ ቅዜቃዛ በአንዳንድ ዯጋማ የሀገሪቱ
ክፈልች በተወሰኑ አካባቢዎች ሊይ የቀኑ ዜቅተኛ የሙቀት መጠን ከ5 ዲግሪ ሴሌሽየስ በታች
ሆኖ የተመገበ ሲሆን፤ በጥቂት ቦታዎች ሊይም ከዛሮ በታች ሆኖ ተመዜግቧሌ፡፡ ይህም ሁኔታ
ሙለ ሇሙለ ባሌዯረሱና በተሇያየ የእድገት ዯረጃ ሊይ በሚገኙ ሰብልች ሊይ በመጠኑም ቢሆን
የራሱን አለታዊ ተጽዕኖ አሳድሯሌ ፡፡
እ.ኤ.አ በዲሴምበር ወር 2021 የበጋው ዯረቃማ፤ ፀሃያማና ነፋሻማ የአየር ሁኔታ
በተሇይም

በመጀመሪያዉና

ሁሇተኛዉ አስር ቀናት በአብዚኛው

የሀገሪቱ ስፍራዎች ሊይ

ተስተውሎሌ፡፡ ይህም ሁኔታ በወቅቱ እየተከናወነ ካሇው የግብርና እንቅስቃሴ አንፃር በጎ ጎን
ነበረው፡፡ በመሆኑም በወሩ ውስጥ የተስተዋሇው ዯረቅ የእርጥበት

ሁኔታ የዯረሱ ሰብልች

እንዲዯርቁ፤ በጊዛ እንዲሰበሰቡና የድህረ ሰብሌ ስብሰባ ተግባራትን ሇማከናወን ምቹ ሁኔታ
ነበረዉ፡፡ በላሊ መሌኩ በአንዳንድ በአንዳንድ የሰሜን፣ መካከሇኛዉ፣ ዯቡብና ምስራቅ

የሀገሪቱ

ዯጋማ ስፍራዎች ሊይ ከቀኑ ዜቅተኛ የሙቀት መጠን የተነሳ የሇሉትና የማሇዳው ቅዜቃዛ ከ5
ዲግሪ ሴሌሽየስ በታችና በተወሰኑ ቦታዎች ከ0 ዲግሪ ሴሌሽየስ በታች ሆኖ ተመዜግቧሌ፡፡
ይህም የተስተዋሇው ቅዜቃዛ በእንሰሳት ጤናና፤ በመስኖ በመታገዜ በሚሇሙ የፍራፍሬ
ተክልችና በጓሮ አትክሌቶች ሊይ በጥቂት ቦታዎች ሊይ በተወሰነ መጠን አለታዊ ጎን ነበረው፡፡
ይሁንና

በዲሴምበር የመጨረሻዎቹ አስራ አንድ ቀናት አሌፎ አሌፎ ከነበረዉ የዯመና ሽፋን

በምዕራብና መካከሇኛዉ አማራ፣ በምዕራብ ኦሮሚየ፣ በጋምቤሊ፣ በዯቡብ ብሄር ብሄረሰቦችና
ህዜቦች ክሌሌ እና በዯቡብ ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ ስፍራዎች በአንዳንድ ቦታዎች ሊይ ከቀሊሌ
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እስከ

መካከሇኛ

መጠን

ያሇዉ

እርጥበት

ተመዜግቧሌ፡፡

ይህም

ሁኔታ

ሙለ

ሇሙለ

እድገታቸውን ሊሌጨረሱ አንዳንድ ሰብልች፣ ሇቋሚ ተክልች፣ ሇአትክሌቶችና እንዲሁም
ከሰብሌ ስብሰባ በኋሊ ሇሚሩ እንዯ ጓያ እና ሽንብራ ሇመሳሰለ የጥራጥሬ ሰብልችም ሆነ
ሇእንስሳት የግጦሽ ሳርና የመጠጥ ውኃ አቅርቦት ሊይ የተገኘው እርጥበት ጠቀሜታ ነበረው።
እ.ኤ.አ የጃንዋሪ ወር 2022

የበጋው ዯረቃማ የእርጥበት ሁኔታ (dry moisture

condition) በአብዚኛዎቹ የሀገሪቱ ክፍልች ሊይ አመዜኖ እንዯነበረ ከተሇያዩ የሀገሪቱ ክፍልች
ሊይ የተሰበሰቡ የግብርና ሚቲዎሮልጂ መረጃዎች ያመሇክታለ፡፡ ይህም ሁኔታ የድህረ ሰብሌ
ስብሰባ ተግባራትን በተሟሊ መሌኩ ሇማከናወን አዎንታዊ ሚና ነበረው። በአመዚኙ ዯረቃማ
ከነበረው ሁኔታ ጋር ተያይዝ የላሉትና የማሇዳዉ ቅዜቃዛ በሰሜን፣ በምስራቅ፣ በመካከሇኛውና
በዯቡብ የሀገሪቱ ዯጋማ ቦታዎች ሊይ አንጻራዊ ጥንካሪ እንዯነበረው መረጃዎች አመሌክተዋሌ፡፡
በዯብረይት 2.4፣ 4.2 እና 4.6 ፣ በአዯላ 3.0 እና 4.0፣ በሏረማያ -2.6፣ 1.0 እና 2.0፣ በአርሲ
ሮቤ 3.0 እና 4.0፣ በቡኢ 3.0፣ 3.4 እና 4.0፣ በዯብረብርሃን -2.4፣ -1.8፣ 0.0፣ 1.6፣ 1.8፣ 2.2፣
2.4፣ እና 3.0፣ በዳንግሊ 4.5፣ በሮቤ 4.0፣ 4.5፣
እንዲሁም

በዯባርቅ 4.0፣ በእነዋሬ 4.5፣ በፍቼ 3.8፣

በወገሌጤና -1.0፣ 0.6፣ 1.6፣ 2.0፣ 2.5 እና 3.5 በዲግሪ ሴሌሽየስ የገኙበታሌ፡፡

ሆኖም ግን በመጀመሪያው እና ሁሇተኛው የወሩ አስር ቀናት በሰሜን ምሥራቅ፣ በመካከሇኛው፣
በዯቡብና በዯቡብ ምዕራብ አካባቢዎች ሊይ የእርጥበት መሻሻሌ እንዯነበራቸውና በአንዳንዯ
ቦታዎች ሊይም ከቀሊሌ እስከ ከባድ መጠን የሚዯረስ ዜናብ እንዳገኙ የተተነተኑ የግብርና
ሚቲዎሮልጂ መረጃዎች ያመሇክታለ። ይህም ሁኔታ የመጠጥ ውኃ አቅርቦትንና የአረንጓዴ
እጽዋት ሌምሊሜ እንዲሁም የግጦሽ ሳር አቅርቦትን ከማሻሻሌ አንጻር አዎንታዊ ሚና ነበረው።
በተጨማሪም የተገኘው እርጥበት ሇቋሚሚ ተክልች የውሃ ፍሊጎት መሟሊትም ሆነ በቅርቡ
የበሌግ ወቅት የማሳ ዜግጅት አስቀድመው ሇሚጀምሩ አካባቢዎች የአፈር ውስጥ እርጥበት
እንዲሻሻሌ በጎ ተጽዕኖ ነበረው። በአንጻሩ ግን የነበረው የእርጥበት ሁኔታ የድህረ ሰብሌ ስብሰባ
ተግባራትን ባሊጠናቀቁ አካባቢዎች ሊይ መጠነኛ አለታዊ ጎን ነበረው።
በአጠቃሊይ የበጋ ወራት 2021/22 የእርጥበት ሁኔታ ሲገመገም በተሇይም የክረምቱ
ሲስተም ቀስ በቀስ ከመዳከሙ ጋር ተያይዝ የእርጥበት ሁኔታው ከሰሜንና ከሰሜን ምስራቅ
የሀገሪቱ አካባቢዎች ሊይ በመጠንም ሆነ በስርጭት እየቀነሰ በአንጻሩ በምእራብ አጋማሽ እና
በመካከሇኛዉ የአገሪቱ ክፍልች ሊይ በተወሰነ ዯረጃ የቆየበትና በሂዯትም የበጋ ዜናብ ተጠቃሚ
ወዯ ሆኑት ወዯ ዯቡብ የሀገሪቱ አካባቢዎች ሊይ በመጠኑም ቢሆን እየተስፋፋ እንዯነበረ
ተስተውሎሌ፡፡ ይህም ሁኔታ በሰሜንና በሰሜን ምስራቅ አካባቢዎች ሇሚገኙ ሇዯረሱና ተጨማሪ
እርጥበት ሇማያስፈሌጋቸው ሰብልች በጎ ጎን ነበረው። በላሊ መሌኩ በምዕራብ አጋማሽና
በመካከሇኛው የሀገሪቱ አካባቢዎች ሊይ እርጥበቱ የተሻሇ ገፅታ የነበረው መሆኑ በተሇያየ
እድገታቸውን ሊሌጨረሱ ሰብልች፣ ግይተው ሇተሩ እንዲሁም ቋሚ ተክልች የውሀ ፍሊጎት
መሟሊት በጎ ሚና ነበረው፡፡ እንዲሁም የበጋው ወቅት በዯንብ ከመግባቱ ጋር ተያይዝ
የተሇመዯው ዯረቅ፤ ፀሃያማና ነፋሻማ የአየር ሁኔታ አመዜኖ ከመቆየቱ ጋር ተያይዝ የክረምት
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ተጠቃሚ አካባቢዎች ሊይ የሰብሌ ስብሰባ ሇሚዯረገው እንቅስቃሴ አወንታዊ ጠቀሜታው የጎሊ
ነበር፡፡ ይሁን እንጂ በተሇይም በወቅቱ መገባዯጃ በነበሩት ሁሇት ወራት የነበረው ቅዜቃዛ
ሇውርጭ ተጋሊጭ በሆኑ በሰሜን፤ በሰሜን ምስራቅ፤ በምስራቅ፤ በመካከሇኛዉና በዯቡብ
O

O

ከፍተኛ ቦታዎች ዜቅተኛው የሙቀት መጠን ከ5 C በታች በአንዳንድ ቦታዎችም ከ0 C በታች
ወርዶ ነበር። ስሇዙህ ይህ ሁኔታ በተሇይም በመስኖ በሚሇሙ የጉዋሮ አትክሇቶችና ፍራፊሬ
ተክልች እንድሁም በእንስሳት ተዋጽኦ ሊይ በተወሰነ መሌኩ አለታዊ ጎን ነበረው ፡፡ በላሊ
መሌኩ ዯግሞ በዯቡብ ምስራቅ እና በከፊሌ የዯቡብ አርብቶ አዯሩና ከፊሌ አርብቶ አዯሩ
አካባቢዎች የእርጥበት ሁኔታ አመሊካች (Moisture Index), ከሳተሊት የሚሰበሰበው የእፅዋትን
ሽፋን አመሊካች (NDVI) እንዲሁም በአረብቶ አዯሩ አከባቢ የሚሰሊው (Rangeland index
based on WRSI)

የሚጠቁመው መረጃ

እንዯሚያሳየው የተጠናከረ የእርጥበት እጥረት

በአብዚኛው የዯቡብ እና የዯቡብ ምስራቅ ቆሊማ ቦታዎች ሊይ ታይቶ ነበር። በነዙሁ አካባቢዎች
የተዯረገው ግምገማ (Deyr/karan 2022 Postoral and Agropostoral Needs Assessment)
እንዯሚያመሇክተው Hageya/Deyr

ወቅታዊ ዜናብ ማግኘት የሚገባቸው በሶማላ ክሌሌ

ዯቡባዊ አጋማሽ፤ የዯቡብ እሮሚያ ክሌሌ በተሇይም የቦረና ዝን እንዲሁም ከዯቡብ ህዜቦች
ዯቡብ እሞ ዝን ዳሰነች ወረዳ ያለ አካባቢዎች ከፍተኛ የሆነ የዜናብ እጥረት ታይቶባቸው
ነበር። በዙሁ የተነሳ የእንሰሳት መኖም ሆነ የመጠጥ ውኃ አቅርቦት ሊይ እጥረት እንዯነበርና
የምግብ ዋስትናቸውም ዜቅተኛ መሆኑን ከመስክ በተገኙ መረጃዎች መረጋገጥ
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SUMMARY
Bega 2021/22
Based on NMA’s seasonal classification, normally the season Bega is characterized with
sunny and dry weather condition with occasional falls it extends from October to January. On
the other hand, it is a small rainy season for southern and south-eastern lowlands. Harvest and
post-harvest activities are the major practices over most parts of Meher growing areas. It is a
cropping time for southern and south-eastern agro pastoral areas. Besides it is time to perform
water-harvesting activities for pastoral and areas of southern and south-eastern lowlands. The
weather situation could favor the outbreak of pest if there is favorable environment,
susceptible host and the pest itself. The dry and windy Bega weather situation is favorable for
the occurrence and spread of fire. There is a possibility of frost hazard during the season,
mainly over north-eastern, central, eastern and southern highlands.

During the month of October 2021, dry moisture condition was prevailed over most
parts of the country. The dry moisture condition had a positive impact particularly for crops
which were found under drying and harvesting conditions. However, the condition had a
negative effect on perennial plants and lately sowing Meher season crops which might
require additional moisture for further growth and development. Likewise, the suppressed
rainfall during the month might lift up further pressure to access pasture and drinking water
on the pastoralist and agro pastoralist areas. However, during the first dekad of the month
exceptionally enhanced moisture was reported from the agro meteorological stations and in
line with that some places including most of Amhara, Benshangule, west, central and south
of Oromia, Gambella, SNNPR, Sidama and south of Afar received light to moderate rainfall
while some areas including Metehara, Gedayana, Bore, Ejaji, Kachise, Shambu, Ginir, Jara,
Bedele, Bulehora, Tepi, Buei, Debark and Debrwerk were experiencing heavy rainfall during
the first few days of the month. The enhanced moisture during the month in general could
have a positive implication for Bega season rain benefiting areas of pastoral and agro-pastoral
communities as well as for the further development of perennial plants and Meher season
crops which are found under various growing stage. However, the enhanced moisture during
the month might disrupt the crop harvest in the places where crops were fully matured and
well dried out. Furthermore, the moisture observed in some places might trigger wet
condition driven crop diseases such as rust and the likes.
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During the Month of November 2021 it was observed that the Bega season dry, sunny
and windy weather accompanied with night and early morning cooling condition prevailed
over most parts of Kiremt rain benefiting area of the country. Besides, the observed dry and
sunny condition should be taken as good opportunity to perform harvest and post-harvest
activities over the place where Meher season crops are fully matured. On the other hand, the
observed enhanced moisture on the first and second dekad of the month particularly over the
southern, south-western, western including north-eastern, central and eastern parts of the
country might have positive implication for fulfilling the water need of various Meher crops
and perennial plants. Similarly, since Bega is the second rainy season for the southern and
south-eastern parts of the country, the received moisture during the month could play very
crucial role to perform the water need of different crops and perennial plants. Moreover, the
condition had positive impact for improving the availability of pasture and drinking water
over both the pastoral and agro pastoral community. Besides the decrease in extreme
minimum temperature over the highlands of central, eastern and northern frost prone areas
0

0

recorded below 5 C and some places recorded below 0 C. This night and early morning
extreme cooling condition negatively affected late sown crops not yet attain maturity and
vegetable grown under irrigation and found at different phase of growth.
During the month of December 2021, the Bega season dry, sunny and windy climate
condition prevailed across the country and this situation was more pronounced during the
first and second dekad of the month. Given the current state of agricultural activities, the dry
condition was favourable for the timely dry out of matured crops and to conduct harvest and
post-harvest activities. On the other hand, in line with the dry condition some of the northern,
central and south-eastern parts of the country recorded minimum temperatures below 50C
while some few places remained below zero degree Celsius. This cold and chill condition
might have some negative impact on livestock health, irrigated Bega season crops and over
various horticulture plants. However during the last dekad of December light to moderate
moisture was recorded over western and central Amhara, Central Oromia, Gambella, SNNPR
and south-western of the country. This condition favours toward the water satisfaction of not
fully matured crops, perennial plants, for various horticulture crops and for some of legumes
which often planted after harvest of Meher crops. In addition, it might have positive impact
on ensuring the availability of pasture and drinking water over pastoral and agro pastoral
areas.
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During the month of January 2021, the information obtained from agro
meteorological stations indicated that during the month of January Bega season dry moisture
condition prevailed across most parts of the country. This condition was favorable for the
ongoing post-harvest activities for Meher season crops. In relation to the prevailing dry
condition some station, including D/Zeit 2.4, Addele 3.0, Arsi Robe 3.0, Buie 3.0, D/Brihan,
4.5, Dbark 4.0, Enwari 4.5 and Fiche 3.8, recorded below 50C and even in some few places
there was a record of minimum temperature below zero degree Celsius, to mention,
Haramaya -2.6, D/Brihan, -2.4, and Wegel Tena,-1.0. This condition might negatively affect
the growth of Bega season horticulture crops, perennial plants and various vegetables.
However, the station report also indicated that during the first and second dekad of the month
certain places in the north east, central, south and southwest part of the country received light
to heavy rainfall in mm. This situation might be positive to sustain the growth of fodder and
pasture and the availability of drinking water in the pastoral and agro pastoral area. In
addition, it also positive toward fulfilling the daily water need of perennial plants as well as
improving the soil moisture content and thus may favor the early time land preparation.
Generally the moisture obtained during Bega 2021_22 season was favorable for the
performances of Meher crops that are not yet fully matured , perennial plants, late sown
pulses and Oil Seeds which often sowing with residual moisture at the end of Meher season
over highlands. The indicated poor performance of moisture index, vegetation cover and
Rangeland index based on WRSI during Bega 2021_22 was affected availability of pasture
and drinking water over southern and southeastern pastoral and agro-pastoral area. Moreover,
the situation was confirmed by field reports due to persistent of severe moisture stress on
Hageya/Deyr rain over southern and south-eastern pastoral regions consistently emerging of
severe drought situations in the southern half of Somali, lowlands of Borena Zones of Oromia
region and SNNP region of South Omo zone Dasenech woreda. Moreover, the observed dry
and sunny Bega season should be taken as good opportunity to perform harvest and postharvest activities over the place where Meher season crops are fully matured. However the
0

0

observed decrease in extreme minimum temperature as low as 5 C lowering up below 0 C
over frost prone areas of high lands might have been frost risk on Meher crops that were not
yet fully matured, Fruits and vegetables grown under irrigation and animal’s products.
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Moisture Status Of Bega 2021/22
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Figure 1. Moisture status for the month of

Figure 2. Moisture status for the month of

October 2021
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Figure 3. Moisture status for the month of

Figure 4. Moisture status for the month of

December 2021
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Vegetation Greenness (NDVI) in fraction Bega 2021/22
October 2021

November 2021

December 2021

January 2022

Vegetation Greenness (NDVI) in fraction -[Compared to Normal]

Fig. 5. Vegetation Greenness (NDVI) in fraction and Compared to Normal Bega (October 2021January 2022)

Rangeland WRSI in % - Bega 2021/22
October 2021

November 2021

December 2021

January 2022

Fig.6. Rangeland WRSI in % Bega (October 2021- January 2022)
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Fig 7. Rainfall distribution in mm (21 – 31) January 2022

1. WEATHER ASSESSMENT
1.1. Rainfall amount (21 – 31) January 2022

January 3rd dekad all parts of the countries received 0-5mm Rain fall.
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Fig. 8. Percent of normal rainfall distribution (21 – 31) January 2022

Explanatory notes for the Legend
< 50-Much below normal
50-75%-Below normal
75-125%- Normal
> 125% - Above normal

1.2. Rainfall Anomaly (21 – 31) January 2022

All parts of the countries exhibited Below Normal too Much Below Normal.
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Fig.9. Moisture Status (21 – 31) January 2022

1.3. Moisture status (21 – 31) January 2022
During the third dekad of January 2022, all parts of the countries exhibited dry to very dry
moisture condition.
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Fig. 10. Rainfall amount in mm for the month of January 2022

1.4. Rainfall amount on the month of January 2022
During the Month of January 2022 pocket area of south Wollo, Oromia especial zone,
Sheka, Jimma, Gurage, Selti, Alaba, KT, Hadiya, Sidama and Gedeo received 50-100mm
Rain fall. south Tigray, Wag Himra, south and north Wollo, Oromia especial zone, east and
west Gojam, north west and south west Shewa, Illubabur, Gambela zone 2, Godere, Sheka,
Keffa, Dawero, KT, Welayita, Gamo gofa, Dirashe, Amaro, Borena, Guji, Arsi and Bale
received 25-50mm Rain fall. Central, east and south Tigray, north and south Gonder, north
and south Wollo, Oromia especial zone, Afar zone 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5, Shinile, Bahir Dar, west and
south west Shewa, Addis Ababa zone, Arsi, west Harergie, Assosa, Tongo, Gambela zone 1,
2 & 3, Gamo gofa, South Omo, Dirashe, Konso, Amaro, Arsi, Bale and Liben received 525mm Rain fall. The rest parts of the countries received 0-5mm Rain fall.
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Fig. 11.Percent of Normal Rainfall for the month of January 2022

Explanatory notes for the Legend
< 50-Much below normal
50-75%-Below normal
75-125%- Normal
> 125% - Above normal

1.5. Rainfall Anomaly on the month of January 2022

During the Month of January 2022 Gurage, Selti, Hadiya, Alaba, Welayita, Sidama,
Gedeo and Guji North Shewa, east Gojam, Sheka, KT, Hadiya, Welayita, Gamo gofa, Gedeo,
Guji, Amaro and Borena North and south Gonder, north and south Wollo, Oromia especial
zone east , west Gojam, east and west Wellega, north , west and south west Shewa, Addis
Ababa zone, Gurage, Arsi, Bale, Jimma, YEM, Alaba, KT, Dawero, Assosa, Tongo, Gambela
zone 1, 2 & 3, Godere, Sheka, Keffa, Bench Maji, Basketo, Gamo gofa, Sheka, South Omo,
Konso, Amaro, Dirashe and Liben exhibited Normal to Above Normal. The rest parts of the
countries exhibited Below Normal too Much Below Normal.
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Fig. 12. Moisture status for the month of January 2022

1.6. Moisture status on the month of January 2022
During the month January 2022 Pocket Area of south Wollo, east Gojam, Illubabur,
Jimma, Gurage, Arsi, Hadiya, Sidama, Gedeo and Guji exhibited Hyper Moist too moist. The
rest parts of the countries exhibited Moderately Dry to Very Dry.
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Fig.13. Rainfall amount in mm for Bega 2021/22
1.7. Rainfall Amount on Bega season 2021/22
During Bega 2021 pocket area of Sheka, Godere, Bench Maji, Illubabur and Keffa
received 400-500mm Rain fall. West and east Wellega, Illubabur, Sheka, Keffa, Godere,
Agew-Awi, Bench Maji and Dawero received 300-400mm Rain fall. Agew-Awi, west
Gojam, Gambela zone 1 & 2, Illubabur, Jimma, YEM, Dawero, Basketo, South Omo,
Dirashe, Sidama, Gedeo, Guji and Bale received 200-300mm Rain fall. west, central, south
and east Tigray, Wag Himra, north and south Gonder, Bahir Dar, west and east Gojam,
Kamashi, west and east Wellega, Gambela zone 1, 2 & 3, north, west and south west Shewa,
Jimma, Gurage, Selti, Alaba, KT, Hadiya, Dawero, Gamo gofa, Gedeo, Dirashe, Amaro,
Borena, Guji, Bale, west and east Harergie, Harer, Fik, Liben, Afder and Gode received 100200mm Rain fall. Addis Ababa zone, Afar zone 2, 3, 4 & 5, west, south west and north
Shewa, Gurage, Arsi, north and south Wollo, Wag Himra, central and south Tigray, Metekel,
Tongo, Gambela zone 3, Harer, Jigjiga, Degehabur, Gode, Liben and Afder 50-100mm Rain
fall. Metekel, Assosa, Afar zone 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5, Oromia especial zone, Shinile, Addis Ababa
zone, Jigjiga, Degehabur, Gode, Korahe and Afder received 25-50mm Rain fall. Metekel,
Assosa, Afar 1 & 3, Shinile, Korahe, Afder and Warder received 5-25mm Rain fall. The rest
parts of the countries received 0-5mm Rain fall.
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600mm of rain fall. Afar zone 1, Shinile, Burji, Degehabur, Bale, Gode, Guji, Konso and
Amaro received 200-400mm of rain fall. Shinile, Amaro, Borena, Guji, Bale, Liben, Afder,
Gode, Korahe, Degehabur and Warder received 50-100mm of rain fall.
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Fig.14. Percent of Normal Rainfall for Bega 2021/22

Explanatory notes for the Legend
< 50-Much below normal
50-75%-Below normal
75-125%- Normal
> 125% - Above normal

1.8. Rainfall Anomaly on Bega Season 2021/22
During Bega 2021 pocket area of Metekel, Assosa, Tongo, north and south Wollo, south
Gonder, Oromia especial zone, Afar zone 1, 2, 3, &5, Addis Ababa zone, west Harergie,
Gamo gofa, South Omo, Dirashe, Amaro, Borena, Guji, Bale, Liben, Afder, Fik, Gode,
Degehabur, Korahe and Warder exhibited Below Normal too Much Below Normal. The rest
parts of the countries exhibited Normal to Above Normal.
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2. AGROMETEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND IMPACT ON
AGRICULTURE
2.1. VEGETATION CONDITION AND IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE DURING
BEGA, 2021/22
Generally the moisture obtained during Bega 2021_22 season was favorable for the
performances of Meher crops that are not yet fully matured , perennial plants, late sown
pulses and Oil Seeds which often sowing with residual moisture at the end of Meher season
over highlands. The indicated poor performance of moisture index, vegetation cover and
Rangeland index based on WRSI during Bega 2021_22 was affected availability of pasture
and drinking water over southern and southeastern pastoral and agro-pastoral area. Moreover,
the situation was confirmed by field reports due to persistent of severe moisture stress on
Hageya/Deyr rain over southern and south-eastern pastoral regions consistently emerging of
severe drought situations in the southern half of Somali, lowlands of Borena Zones of Oromia
region and SNNP region of South Omo zone Dasenech woreda. Moreover, the observed dry
and sunny Bega season should be taken as good opportunity to perform harvest and postharvest activities over the place where Meher season crops are fully matured. However the
0

0

observed decrease in extreme minimum temperature as low as 5 C lowering up below 0 C
over frost prone areas of high lands might have been frost risk on Meher crops that were not
yet fully matured, Fruits and vegetables grown under irrigation and animal’s products.
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2.2. EXPECTED WEATHER IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE DURING THE
COMING BELG, 2022 SEASON

Normally central parts of northern highlands, eastern highlands, parts of central, southwestern and southern Ethiopia are known as Belg growing areas .The contribution of Belg
rainfall is ranging from 5-30% over north, north-eastern, and eastern highlands, whereas 3060% over south and south-western parts of the country from annual total crop production of the
areas. North Shewa, East and West Hararge, Arsi, Bale, north and south Wello, Borena and
SNNPR (Kembata, Hadiya and Wolaita, Gurage, Keffa and Bench) start their land preparation
and sowing activities during December to February. It is the time for water harvesting over
pastoral and agro pastoral areas of southern and south-eastern Ethiopia.

The analyzed moisture Status, Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) and total crops
water requirement (WRSI) in most of analogue years expected to favor sowing of long cycle
crop over western half including south western Belg producing areas. However moderate to
poor performance shows over northern half of Belg growing areas and south and south-eastern
pastoral and agro-pastoral areas. Thus, farmers and the concerned body need to give attention
for those areas and utilize rain water harvesting, moisture conservation and adoption of suitable
crops needing less water requirement. Moreover the observed better NDVI and Range land
WRSI after the month of March of the selected all analogue years expected to favor Belg
agricultural activities, planting of long cycle crops and availability of pasture and drinking
water.

The expected to receive Normal to above normal seasonal rain over much of western
half of the country enable get good moisture which would have an advantage of Belg
agricultural activities, planting of long cycle crops and availability of pasture and drinking
water. Therefore, proper input should be utilized to take advantage of the relatively better
condition.
Whereas, the expected to receive Near normal to below normal seasonal rain to
prevail across the South and South-eastern regions, where Belg is the main rainy season
and across second rainy season (North-Eastern, Central and southern high ground of
Eastern Ethiopia) which will have expected probability of moisture stress and negatively
affecting Belg crop performance, early depletion of water and pasture resources may lead to
scarcity of milk and other livestock products and negatively impacting food security and
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nutrition and it may trigger resource-based conflicts, atypical pastoral migration. Therefore we
advised proper moisture conservation, rain water harvesting and adopt irrigation, planted early
maturing crops and Store animal feeds for use during the dry period can help in coping with
expected moisture stress and occurrences of dry spells in the season.
The expected late onset and erratic in distribution and amount over much portion of the
country which will have expected probability of moisture stress and erratic rainfall distribution
over Belg rain benefiting areas would favour the outbreak of pest and diseases.
The expected to enhance day time maximum temperature over much of the country,
particularly over the low land areas would affect the water need of Belg crops and it would also
enhance evapo-transpiration. Thus, farmers and the concerned bodies proper attention should
be given in terms of selection crop which tolerant to moisture stress and soil water
conservations method.

Generally due to the intera-seasonal variability nature of the Belg season may experience
erratic rainfall during Belg 2022. Due to this the expected intra-seasonal variability and
occurrence of dry spells across Belg growing and pastoral areas, including drought prone
regions may influence the season. Thus, proper management of the available moisture and
cultivation of moisture stress resistance crops should be undertaken for the coming season can
help in coping with expected occurrences of dry spells.
Moreover we advise immediately disseminate this (early warning) information to
decision makers, timely activation of the task force(s) on drought that involves the different
sector ministries and also farmers advised using climate and weather updates as provided by
the national meteorological agency.

\
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3. DEFNITION OF TERMS
ABOVE NORMAL RAINFALL: - Rainfall in excess of 125% of the long termmean
BELOW NORMAL RAINFALL: - Rainfall below 75 % of the long term mean.
NORMAL RAINFALL: - Rainfall amount between 75 % and 125 % of the long term mean.
BEGA: - It is characterized with sunny and dry weather situation with occasional falls. It
extends from October to January. On the other hand, it is a small rainy season for the
southern and south eastern lowlands under normal condition. During the season, morning
and night times are colder and daytime is warmer.
BELG:

- Small Rainy season that extends from February to May and cover s southern,

central, eastern and north-eastern parts of the country.
CROP WATER REQUIREMENTS: - the amount of water needed to meet the water loss
through evapotranspiration of a disease free crop, growing under non-restricting soil
conditions including soil water and fertility.
DEKAD: - First or second ten days or the remaining days of a month.
EXTREME TEMPERATURE:- The highest or the lowest temperature among the recorded
maximum or minimum temperatures respectively.
ITCZ:- Inter-tropical convergence zone (narrow zone where trade winds of the two
hemispheres meet.
KIREMT: - Main rainy season that extends from June to September for most parts of the
country with the exception of the south-eastern lowlands of the country.
RAINY DAY: - A day with 1 or more mm of rainfall amount
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Station

Code Station

Code

Station

Code

Station

Code

A. Robe

AR

D. Zeit

DZ

Humera

HU

Nazereth

NT

A.A. Bole

AA

D/Dawa

DD

Jijiga

JJ

Nedjo

NJ

Adigrat

AG

D/Mena

DOM

Jimma

JM

Negelle

NG

Adwa

AD

D/Odo

DO

Jinka

JN

Nekemte

NK

Aira

AI

D/Tabor

DT

K.Dehar

KD

Pawe

PW

Alemaya

AL

Dangla

DG

K/Mingist

KM

Robe

RB

AlemKetema

ALK

Dilla

DL

Kachise

KA

Sawla

SW

Alge

ALG

Dm.Dolo

DMD

Koffele

KF

Sekoru

SK

Ambo

AMB

Dubti

DBT

Konso

KN

Senkata

SN

Arba Minch

AM

Ejaji

EJ

Kulumsa

KL

Shambu

SH

Asaita

AS

Enwary

EN

Lalibela

LL

SHR

Asela

ASL

Fiche

FC

M.Meda

MM

Assosa

ASO

Filtu

FL

M/Abaya

MAB

Shire
Shola
Gebeya
Sirinka

Awassa

AW

Gambela

GM

Maichew

MY

Sodo

SD

Aykel

AK

Gelemso

GL

Majete

MJ

WegelTena

WT

B. Dar

BD

Ginir

GN

Masha

MA

Woliso

WL

Bati

BA

Gode

GD

Mekele

MK

Woreilu

WI

Bedelle
BUI

BDL
BU

Gonder
Gore

GDR
GR

Merraro
Metehara

MR
MT

Yabello
Ziway

YB
ZW

Combolcha

CB

H/Mariam

HM

Metema

MTM

D. Berehan

DB

Harer

HR

Mieso

MS

D. Habour

DH

Holleta

HL

Moyale

ML
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